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Summary
WikiSkills is a European project aiming to analyse and apply the benefts of adopting a wiki-culture
to promote lifelong learning opportunities. The project developed and implemented an innovative
training curriculum focusing on how to make the best use of wiki environments in educational
settings.
Within the project, Work Package 8 (WP8 – Evaluation) aims to validate the approach of the
project (i.e. the use of wiki environments to promote lifelong learning opportunities), by
evaluating its impact on diferent learning communities across Europe. During the frst year of the
project, the consortium defned the WikiSkills Evaluation Framework (Deliverable 8.1), which
identifed a set of tools and procedures for validating the project approach and impact. It
comprises questionnaires, interviews, and the quantitative analysis of the online platorms used in
the context of the project implementation.
Deliverable 8.2 - Report on Evaluation Data, aims to bring together the data collected by the
WikiSkills partners as they applied the procedures and instruments defned in D8.1. It presents
data related to the diferent evaluation dimensions addressed by the project, namely wiki-key
competences, collaborative learning processes, learning scenarios, virtual communities of practice,
and the impact.
Deliverable 8.3 - Evaluation Analysis Report aims to identify the improvement to be implemented
in the WikiSkills approach, like key competences, collaborative learning behaviours, learning
scenarios, virtual communities of practice and the project impact. All the analysis is based on the D
8.2 Report on Evaluation Data.
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INTRODUCTION
WikiSkills - Empowering and fostering social, professional, cultural and civic skills though
pedagogical use of wiki technologies and methodologies - is a European project (Lifelong Learning
Programme, KA3, 2012-2013) aiming to analyse and apply the benefts of adopting a wiki-culture
to promote lifelong learning opportunities. The project developed and implemented an innovative
training curriculum focusing on how to make the best use of wiki environments in educational
settings. During training workshops conducted in all the project countries, teachers and trainers
from diferent educational sectors and levels (Comenius, Erasmus, Leonardo da Vinci and
Grundtvig) learnt how use and apply wiki environments in their teaching contexts.
Within the project, Work Package 8 (WP8 – Evaluation) aims to validate the approach of the
project (i.e. the use of wiki environments to promote lifelong learning opportunities), by
evaluating its impact on diferent learning communities across Europe. During the frst year of the
project, the consortium defned the WikiSkills Evaluation Framework (Deliverable 8.1), which
identifes diferent evaluation dimensions, as well as proposes corresponding evaluation
instruments and procedures. It comprises questionnaires, interviews, and the quantitative analysis
of the online platorms used in the context of the project implementation.
On this basis, Task 8.2 (Data Collection) consisted, for each of the WikiSkills partners, of applying
the procedures and tools designed in D8.1, in order to collect relevant useful information from all
participants who participated in the training workshops.
Deliverable 8.2 (Report on Evaluation Data) brings together the data collected by partners. It frst
presents an overview of the WikiSkills evaluation framework, i.e. the diferent dimensions
explored through the evaluation approach, as well as the corresponding data collection
procedures and instruments. Afterwards, it describes the implementation of the evaluation
framework, by synthesizing the data collected by the project partners, i.e. Ynternet.org (YORG)
and HEIG-VD, DieBerater, EllinoGermaniki Agogi (EA), University of Barcelona (UB), MAC-Team,
CESGA and Wikimedia.se. Data collected by each partners were gathered in local reports, which
are available in Annexes.
The Deliverable 8.3 aims at analysing the results of all training sessions realised in the six countries
(France, Germany, Greece, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland) confrmed some key aspects in relation
to the Wiki Competences listed in the Pedagogical Framework1. In addition, the scope of the
evaluation also covered the methodology on setting-up, executing and evaluating training
activities/projects related to the wiki-culture and collaborative approaches. The feedbacks
provided constructive elements for the improvement with a clear contribution towards the
sustainability of the WikiSkills training approach for future deployments and business models
supporting a wider community of practice. This analysis is built from the D8.2 Report and detailed
reports from partners. The WikiSkills methodology and tools, the evaluation approach and tools
were evaluated to identify strengths and weaknesses. These were pinpointed during the test and
pilot phase realised in 2014. The purpose of that evaluation process was to identify what needed
to be improved for a future exploitation and dissemination phase.
1 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki%2DSkills/D2.3+%2D+Pedagogical+Framework+for+collaborative+Learning+through+Wikis
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1 - KEY ISSUES
This analysis was elaborated based on each partner’s evaluation reports available in the D8.2
section2. These reports describe the conditions and contexts of the test courses, of the target
groups involved and of each evaluation in terms of related wiki competencies, pedagogical
impacts. The WikiSkills material was also evaluated for improvement.
An extended online questionnaire to evaluate this test/pilot phase was developed using the quizz
tools provided by the Chamilo platorm3. One of the partners made some modifcations on the
questionnaire. In any case, the application of the standard questionnaires impacted only 35
responses on 66 participants.
Nb of answers
to the prequestionnaire

Nb of trainees
in the target group

Nb answers
to the postquestionnaire

Nb of
interviews

Target groups
Primary and
secondary school
teachers

71

52

12

80

48

44

3

Teachers for adults

8

7

6

4

Teachers for higher
education

7

3

15

15

+ 125 students as a result of

3 cascading deployment
scenarios, trainees and teachers
who followed WikiSkills courses
and applied it in real situation.

High-school students

2 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki%2DSkills/Evaluation+Data+Collection
3

https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki%2DSkills/WP4+Implementation+of+training
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2 - DIMENSIONS EVALUATED
During the pilot and test courses, several dimensions were evaluated using the Evaluation
Framework: the WikiSkills competences acquired through the training; Behavioural evolutions
such as the collaboration in a virtual community; and the impact of the WikiSkills project on the
pedagogical approaches.

2.1 -WikiSkills Key Competences
2.1.1- Skills or knowledge developed by teachers / trainers during the WikiSkills training

The participants demonstrated very various level of experience on wikis. For example, in
Switzerland, more than 70% had no concrete experience on Wiki tools, and 22% were not regular
users. But in general, the participants were not regular users and active contributors to wikis
communities (which is then very interesting as it demonstrates that the WikiSkills results and
outputs can be efectively used to actively develop this wiki culture dimension into various
educational, pedagogical or knowledge sharing environments and target groups).
Those who had no prior knowledge were expecting a general overview of the capabilities of wikis,
“best practice” examples and an information on how to register on Wikipedia. During the
interviews, these participants stated that they received a very good understanding of how wikis
work and what they can be used for and what they can bring them.
Teachers reported that the WikiSkills training enabled them acquire new collaborative and ICT
skills; and that they understood how to apply those skills and tools in their particular educational
settings. Besides of getting to know how to use the functionalities of wiki environments,the
teachers also confrmed that they learnt how to manage students and how to organize team work
in the context of wiki-based and collaborative learning activities.
By developing their own wiki-based learning scenario (practical hands-on training of teachers), the
teachers directly understood the concept and the efficiency of collaborative learning.
When sessions included the participants who came from diferent felds of working, they always
mentioned they have learnt from each other during the course (i.e. team work, questions raised
from participants). It was very helpful for them and brought them new perspective.
2.1.2- Wiki key competences

Globaly each partner reported that the participants were collaborative and worked as a team,
contributing to the course and contributing to questions and answers. The spirit of contribution to
other wikis was present in the training sessions, but, individually, many trainees didn’t know if
they were to contribute to other wiki pages related with their interest.
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All students/teachers involved in a course developed the majority of the following WikiSkills key
competences through the scenario the were participating to:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Creativity and innovation: participants brought out new ideas and evaluated them in the
context of the wiki activities.
Critical thinking, problem solving, decision making : while working collaboratively,
participants had to constantly evaluate each other’s contributions and to make decisions
in case of conficts. To do so, they had searched for more resources in order to fnd the
adequate solution to reach their objective.
Learning to learn: participants became active actors of the learning activity.
”They distributed roles among them, searched for resources, elaborated content, selfevaluated their work, and chose by themselves the relevant solutions depending on
the context.”
” Teachers did not have to intervene”, “it was a constant self-evaluation”
Communication: In some case, and/or at the end of a session, when the participants
accepted the transparency of wiki workspace, they brought attention to the way they
expressed themselves in the wiki, and corrected the mistakes made by other trainees
without waiting for the teacher’s intervention. The visibility of their contribution towards
their teachers and the other students led to develop their awareness on the direct impact
of their contributions. This awareness also led to develop a more responsible way of
communicating.
Collaboration: for teachers, the activity enhanced the collaboration skills of the
participants. Indeed, in usual collective projects, students distributed tasks among them,
worked separately, and then compiled all the parts. In contrast, wiki and collaborative
culture, which allowed simultaneous work, disturbed their way of working; except in the
case of the deployment scenario at FBS in France 4, the training periods (form the frst to
the fnal sessions) were too short in general to ensure the full beneft of the training in
supporting the new collaborative approach. One teacher said “the learning concept
behind wikis “seems more active than the -one way- learning””. Trainings sessions
implemented in several working phase separated by individual working phase have given
better results for collaborative works; then the trainees had the opportunity to have a
more concrete experience. (i.e: student’s interview abstract: ”We beter understand
others. We see how they work; this is the interestng side with collaboratve and sharing
tools” source MAC-Team report FBS scenario for e-book realisation5).
Information Literacy: students learnt how to evaluate the relevance of the information
found by the group in the Internet to their particular objectives.
ICT Literacy: they all learnt to use wiki easily, how to integrate images, ... all trainees had
openness regarding ICT tools. In the FBS deployment scenario, the students also
recognised that there is a need to keep open mind set to new tools in order to always
adapt the best collaborative tool to the context and to the diferent collaborative groups
they may need to run in parallel. The students also acknowledged that despite they are

4 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki%2DSkills/Report+by+MAC%2DTeam+on+FBS

%2DFrance+Business+School+training+seminar+and+Scenario+implementation#H3.3.SpecialscenarioatFBSwithamonitoringbyMAC-Team
5 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/download/Wiki%2DSkills/Evaluation+Data+Collection/WikiSkills_T8%2D1.2_Data_Reporting_V03%2DMAC

%2DTeam%2Dv01.1.odt
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•

still “young” and belonging to the Y-Generation, they need to make eforts to always
adapt instead of still using the same tools. They got aware about the need for agility in
their future life and to cultivate that attitude. The Swedish pilot training illustrated some
technical reasons which has threatened some teachers in using wikis for courses:”We
have no infrastructure support for our wiki like we have for our learning platorm. In the
learning platorm, there are other people who ensure that all partcipants are included.
On a wiki, I have to create a number of pages where students get their tasks, build a
framework for the tasks and archive fles from last year. In my teaching this means dozens
of pages. It is about both formatting the text on the pages and managing links. Managing
links is not trivial. “Almost half of the students have not succeeded in creatng a link back
to their own artcle, despite instructons”.
• NB : The technical support provided by Information infrastructure department of
schools/universities may be involved in the process to support pedagogical teams
and students.
Social responsibility: the participants became aware of the importance of naming sources
of information for better and common trust on information included.

The post session questionnaires by the adult trainees pinpointed the level of actor’s contributions
in the wiki was quite similar to the existing usage identifed as current usage by wiki communities
(source HEIG - adult session post questonnaire) :
• from 2.8% to 5.2% of trainees acted as creator
• from 22% to 31% of trainees read, and corrected mistakes,
• and an average of 30% did not act at all in the wiki, and stay as observers.
For most of the trainees, being an actor of the wiki-culture was a very new situation. They have
needed a longer training experience to become a real active actor of a wiki community (see
following section “Community of Practices”).

2.2 - Learning scenarios
Each training pilot session has applied the relevant scenarios depending on the target groups. The
trainee’s feedback is always positive and the participants were very active. The roles (creator,
corrector, reader, moderator...) accepted by trainees within the groups are quite similar to the
best practices of wiki communities. Even if the evaluation of training could lead to update some
scenario, the WikiSkills scenario database was shared as “good practices for training on Wiki
Culture”. (see section 2.1-2.2 in D3.1 Defnition of training scenarios and training curriculum 6).
Partners could possibly think of a third step to go further for more concrete Wikis contribution
to be delivered by students (ie “because the one duraton for the two steps may not be enough to
confront them with all the conditons they will meet in their future working life”) and a longer
duration scenario as the one built with FBS working at teachers and students levels at the same
time and part of a full curricula7 could be used as a reference case in that respect.
6 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki

%2DSkills/D3.1+Defnition+of+training+scenarios+and+training+curriculum#H2.TRAININGSCENARIOS
7 https://wikiskills.cesga.es/xwiki/bin/view/Wiki%2DSkills/Report+by+MAC%2DTeam+on+FBS

%2DFrance+Business+School+training+seminar+and+Scenario+implementation#H3.3.SpecialscenarioatFBSwithamonitoringbyMAC-Team
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2.3 - Virtual community of practices
The training sessions gave the opportunity to perceive the value of the efficiency of collaborative
work. Many trainees declared their interests to collaborate further in a community. But it was not
easy to have proof of these trainee’s contributions in any virtual community of practices. Some
direct experience was implemented just after some WikiSkills training sessions; and the FBS
Scenario also integrated the monitoring of contributions done by students in public and wellknown wikis (these contributions were also assessed by MAC-Team and included into the fnal
score received by the student for its Master diploma).
In Spain, one teacher who followed the course presented the project to her colleagues, they
showed a high level of interest in participating. As a result, they created a scenario of interest for
their diferent disciplines and teaching objectives. On this basis, other teachers of the centre got
interested. Furthermore, it is planned that teachers will present their project to all the teachers of
the centre. Teachers are also planning to create a scenario which would be open to other
educational centres. In summary, this experience pointed the impact of a “creator” profle to start
and impulse initiatives through a common shared project with an added-value for the community,
it is mandatory to impulse the energy to potential contributors to act. A similar example in France,
through a Master Course session to write an ebook collaboratively on micro-fnance (one topic in
relation with the Master studies and on which the students also took note collaboratively),
revealed the importance to put trainees in situation of living the situation for a concrete beneft.
In conclusion, these fndings represent key aspects to help secure this important expectation of
WikiSkills project. A follow-up process of training courses during several weeks may be very
relevant to be added in the Pedagogical Framework. In addition, it also revealed the need for a
supporting and accompanying process which could be very well supported by a community of
practice on wikis being used as a resource pool.
Mainly trainees were very new with the wiki subject (almost 90% of trainees were not currently
active on any wiki platorm). The acquisition of this new culture and new usages is not really 100%
efective after such short session. The question of collaboration in virtual practices is becoming
more relevant to users and organisations after several months of efective usage of wikis.
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3 - WIKISKILLS PROJECT IMPACTS
3.1 - Usefulness of the training sessions
All interviewees mentioned that the outcomes of the WikiSkills training sessions were well beyond
their initial expectations, and that they did not only learnt how to use wikis, but also how wiki and
collaborative tools/culture can be integrated into very diferent felds (even beyond educational
settings).
The interviewees reported a good interest for the tools, and that they have understood the need
to remain agile and open to various technologies and behaviours depending on the context. On
top of that, they clearly indicated that they have to use these tools and agility in their future
working life. But it seems clear that for students (clearer than for adults) that trainers could be
closer during the second step of the training for more intensive and interactive support to enrich
the level of the working outcomes. (learning by doing, mixing roles and evolution of the
pedagogical function).

3.2 - Fulfilment of user’s expectations:
The participants mainly expected to learn about one tool, but had the opportunity to get to know
how to use a wide range of wiki-alike applications, such as PADs, wiki-spaces, and Mediawiki. Thus,
they have discovered the larger impact of practices on the individual usage and interaction with
others and with their environment (not only school/professional, but even with their family,
friends or private circles).
They learned more collaboratively rather than being alone to do the corresponding efort. They
have identifed that motivation triggers and information anchorage are not the same; they expect
to be much more efficient with that new environment. They clearly indicate that they perceived
and understood the induced social changes. They became aware about the necessity to develop a
new cultural context, a new thinking model and not only new tools. After that step, they also
perceived the generated impacts on the professional relationship, which leads more towards
project creativity and project management oriented.

3.2 - Challenge faced
The participants with no experience mentioned that they were quite afraid at the beginning when
they noticed that some people in the class have experience with wikis and that they were only a
“reader” on Wikipedia. They often mentioned that they were afraid of making mistakes and not
being able to understand what is asked from them. But that fear was gone soon when the trainers
listed needs and addressed all questions. Their feeling on insecurity vanished out.
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Teachers trained were not sure of being able to solve the potential technical problems they could
encountered during the usage with their student, and had some doubts about the best way to
organize the activity. The support provided by the WikiSkills trainers during the pilot sessions
handled that issue, but the quality of the technical support they could beneft from their
institutions for a wider deployment has to be clearly identifed. To overcome that last aspect and
help wider deployment of collaborative culture, the identifed need in chapter 2 above for a
supporting and accompanying process could efectively be addressed by a community of practice
on wikis being used as a resource pool.
Some students did not always feel comfortable working with ICT tools, as each of their
contributions appeared clearly and in not fnalised version. They felt permanently evaluated while
working, and negatively valued this transparency, which highlights who does not appear working
“enough”, and who edits without telling. As expressed by one of the teachers, “for them, it’s a
tool which is constantly judging”. The teachers/trainers have to manage that issue by promoting
the collaborative way of working results efficiency by putting the students in an acting position.

3.3 - Impact on the Educational Community
The WikiSkills project through the Learning Scenario for wiki culture raised the interest of other
teachers who participated in training sessions and who discovered a methodology which allowed
them to work in cooperation, and to establish connections between their diferent disciplines. At
the end of the training courses, directly one third of them mentioned their intention in conducting
their scenario by themselves (and efectively did). Some participants decided to also promote the
wiki culture approach in their direct working community, demonstrating a lot of interest and
motivation for this new collaborative way of training.
Furthermore, some projects were implemented immediately after the courses to use the positive
impact immediately in primary schools and high school. They identifed that the wiki
methodologies can be applied to various disciplines, and allow for visibility. Hence, students were
able to externalize their work and show it to others. As a result, they felt responsible and
recognised.
- Sant Josep Teresianes school (ES): they have applied a wiki approach for collaborative works and
communicate though the School blog to be accessed by the families and the other educational
institutions.
- France Business School (FR) with few days sessions to a Master Class (including ECTS points
allocation): students had to collaborative take note of courses; then to elaborate an ebook in 3
weeks to summarize the yearly knowledge they acquired on micro-fnance; and also to contribute
to public wikis or to create wiki pages in relation to the topic of their Master studies (mainly on
Wikipedia). The fnal e-book will be to published by end of 2013 (which also means that the
students pursued collaborative work beyond their own studies and obligation for the Master
diploma itself).
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3.4 - Performance / Adaptation of tools used within the project.
WikiSkills Platorm: The experts (for the external evaluation of the WikiSkills outputs and
outcomes) appreciated the many resources already available online. Sustainability of the scenario,
they rated the sustainability of the scenarios and scenario approach is very high since it covers
many diferent thematic areas.
Chamilo platorm: some partners used the Chamilo platorm less than other; this is rather due to
the exploitation of the online questionnaires, which were heavy and exhaustive for the sake of this
pilot phase. The integration (or regrouping) of all potential tools usable by trainees on one
platorm can simplify the access of tools for users with low experience on the wiki-culture tools.
That aspect has to be analysed on a case by case depending on the context of the scenario (and
the growing maturity of participants) for the future exploitation of WikiSkills results.
Training Evaluation: (Pre-questionnaire & Post-questionnaire): the efficiency of the questionnaire
was discussed. The number of answers were not very numerous (mainly due to the pilot phase
status and the exhaustive size of the questionnaires), which made quite difficult to synthesise the
evaluation of pre-post questionnaire, but which provided very interesting feedback. These
questionnaire will be simplifed for the WikiSkills training activities when going for a wider
exploitation phase (beyond the pilot/test phase now that the training materials, methodologies
and teams have been tested, which means towards more exploitation and market-driven
concerns).
________________________
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